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Adler
+44 20 7409 2237;
adler.ch
Alexander McQueen 
+44 20 7355 0088; 
alexandermcqueen.com
Alberta Ferretti
+44 20 7235 2349
albertaferretti.com
Avakian 
+44 20 7235 1323;
avakian.com
Azzaro 
+44 20 7499 4002;
azzaroparis.com
Boodles 
+44 20 7437 5050;
boodles.com
Cartier 
+44 20 3147 4850;
cartier.com
 ‘G’
+44 20 7135 3535
By appointment only
Giorgio Armani
+44 20 7235 6232;
giorgioarmani.com
Graff 
+44 20 7584 8571;
graffdiamonds.com
Gucci 
+44 20 7629 2716;
gucci.com
Harry Winston
+44 20 7907 8800;
harrywinston.com
Leviev
+44 020 7493 3333;
leviev.com
Moussaieff
+44 20 7290 1536;
moussaieff-jewellers.com
Nicholas Oakwell Couture 
+44 20 7549 7950;
nicholasoakwellcouture.com
Ralph & Russo
+44 20 8878 5399
Ritz Fine Jewellery
+44 20 7493 3766;
ritzfinejewellery.com
Temperly London
+44 20 7229 9757;
temperlylondon.com

V i a r e g g i o  S u p e r yac h t S
Viareggio’s Stella Maris 72m flagship superyacht is one of 
only four in the world to have obtained a certification for  
its Eurocopter EC 135 helipad. Although it is the smallest 
superyacht with this accreditation, the Stella Maris makes 
no compromise on security and safety, with newly updated 
guidelines on safety during take-off and landing as well as 
tightened passenger safety guidelines from the UK Marine 
and Coastguard Agency. The helipad blends security and 
versatility to create a multifunctional area, the décor of 
which is a continuation of the interior design. Once the 
helicopter has left, the pad can be used as a sundeck, 
complete with chaise longue and pouffe. Alternatively, at 
night the deck makes a spectacular location for dinners, 
with customisable ambient lighting. Viarregio is also the 
first European shipyard to sign the Wood Forever Pact, 
driving forward its commitment to sustainability. vsy.it

B r e g u e t 
Breguet has been associated with innovative watchmaking 
since its conception in 1775. The company has sought to 
improve the accuracy of time measurement, with some of 
the world’s most important inventions in timepieces, such 
as the ‘pare-chute’ shock absorber and the raised terminal 
curve balance spring. Breguet’s ability to push boundaries 
in horology, blending aesthetics with mechanics, has 
produced some of the world’s most stunning watches.  
The newest creation is the Reine de Naples Charleston,  
a dress watch with alternating links of white and yellow 
gold, with an 18ct white gold case, set with 139 diamonds, 
and a sapphire crystal case back. The dial, crafted in 
mother-of-pearl, is individually numbered and signed, with 
polished steel hands. The self-winding movement features 
Swiss lever escapement and a flat silicon balance spring, to 
allow the flawless accuracy a Breguet requires. breguet.com

B u r g e S S
Founded by Neil Burgess in 1975, Burgess was built on  
a love of yachting, and an eye for detail that gives the 
customer the ultimate personalised experience. Burgess 
has become one of the leading names in superyacht 
brokerage, with an integrated service that spans every 
aspect of superyachting, with an exceptional team of 
brokers in 10 offices across the world. This month, Burgess 
launches its ninth issue of Superyacht Living & Style 
Magazine, with features on exclusive custom charter 
holidays, yacht purchase and new construction. The 
magazine offers over 200 pages of beautiful photography, 
stories on the ultimate in on-board entertainment and  
the latest gadgets. This month’s issue covers sumptuous 
yachting destinations and the most important people in 
superyacht design, along with the slickest new technology 
and best boys’ toys on the market. burgessyachts.com

B o V e t
Bovet watches were some of the most treasured luxury objects of the 19th century and the watchmaker has maintained  
a tradition of decorative arts, alongside the continued excellence of its movements. At the same time, the company has 
fostered a commitment to fundraising. For the second consecutive year, Bovet has joined forces with filmmaker Paul 
Haggis’ social justice foundation to organise the Bovet 1822 & Artists for Peace and Justice Evening at the Sunset Tower 
Hotel in Los Angeles. It included a display of the new Bovet 1822 collection, along with a selection of its historic timepieces 
from the private collections of the owner of Bovet, Pascal Raffy, and the Bovet archive. The setting was brought to life  
by the music of Jackson Browne, while a film noir theme created a nostalgic Forties mood. Despite the evening’s 
entertainment, the guests were focused on the cause, coordinating a programme of education, health and dignity on behalf 
of the children of Haiti – it turned out to be one of their most successful fundraisers to date, raising over $600,000. bovet.com

c r è m e  d e  l a  m e r 
It took 12 years and thousands of experiments to formulate 
the restorative potion that is Crème de la Mer. Now, after 
40 years at the top of beauty editors’ lists, the luxury 
skincare brand has produced its first in-sun collection,  
Soleil de la Mer. This range of nourishing lotions helps  
give a glowing complexion and anti-ageing benefits, while 
delivering high-performance SPF protection. It contains  
the Golden Algae Ferment, formulated with laminaria 
ochroleuca, marine peptides and a sea of botanicals, which 
help to renew the look of the skin during and after time 
spent in the sun, while supporting the skin’s natural collagen. 
The formula provides targeted delivery of Restorative 
Waters™ while enhancing its activity. Deconstructed 
Waters™ carry positively and negatively charged waters to 
the surface, driving the potent ingredients directly into the 
skin to help discernibly improve its look. cremedelamer.com

r i c h a r d  m i l l e
Since the first regatta in 2010, watchmaker Richard Mille  
has been a partner of Les Voiles de St Barth. With 53 yachts  
in six classes ranging from 9m to 23m, this year’s race 
programme has attracted sailors from around the world,  
who will take to the sea, from 8 to 13 April, in the sublime 
surroundings of the Caribbean. Richard Mille Europe’s 
CEO, Peter Harrison will be participating for the first time, 
flying his own colours at the helm of his Jolt 2 custom yacht. 
Richard Mille will be presenting an RM 028 Titanium diving 
watch to the winner of this exciting event. Sailing has been 
at the heart of Richard Mille’s design for many years, with  
a selection of sailing watches such as the RM 028 Les 
Voiles de Saint Barth. Launched at the same time as the 
regatta in 2010, this is a high-performance, water-resistant 
timepiece, with a 47mm case, embodies a complex range  
of expertise. richardmille.com


